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To the Top 
By: Aya Alani (Gr. 6GA) 

“For me I have spent the best three years in my life at this school.” 

  “There are no secrets to success. It is the result of preparation, hard work, and learning 

from failure” said by Collin Powell . In order to achieve this, visit Summit International School.

Summit International School provides the perfect education for the student to be at the 

top. The way they teach is educational and at the same time fun. This way the student will be 

willing to learn and get more information. This wonderful school helps you find the best version 

of you. It provides the best community for the student to be able to study.

They have wonderful teachers. Moreover, they have more than 10 different rooms for the 

outside class learning. This school has a football field, a gym court, an ICT lab, two Science 

labs, one huge courtyard, a music room, a library, an Arabic room, an Islamic room, and also a 

canteen with variety of foods that every one will like. It is a school that accepts all religions and 

languages.

This awesome school has classes for non-Muslims and Arabic Language Learners. It 

provides the student with all the support for the child to grow and become a successful person.

 If you are the kind of person who likes education, then visit Summit International School. 

For me I have spent the best three years in my life at this school. For more information visit: 

www.summitinternationalschool.com  or watch the videos on YouTube at SIS events.

Thank you and climb to the top.

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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Map Man and Map Test 
          An Interview with Mr. Jeffrey
              By: Christian Cruz and Majd Moataz (Gr. 7B)

 

Did you know? My friend Majd and I took an interview with Mr. Jeff !? It was great and here are the 
questions we asked him:

Christian and Majd:  Do you think Map Man is on vacation?
Mr Jeffrey: Map Man might be in L.A or Madinat Zayed.
   
Christian and Majd: When will Map tests will start again
Mr. Jeffrey: This year? Mr Jeff: Map tests will start again this year on the 3rd term in June. 
 
Christian and Majd: Will Map Man plan on having a sidekick?
Mr.Jeffrey: We might plan on having a villain that  will make students not practice for their MAP 
then Map man will jump in and convince students not to listen to the villain.We also might plan for a 
sidekick to help Map Man help fight the villain.

Christian and Majd: Has Map Man done any Map Test? 
Mr. Jeffrey: When it comes to Map Tests, he is always on top. His average high score is 240.

Christian and Majd: What was the highest average score anyone has ever got? 
Mr. Jeffrey: I have been looking at the scores lately and students have got an average score of 24o 
and above.

Christian and Majd: Does Map Man plan on any other warm ups for future Map Tests? 
Mr. Jeffrey: He’s probably planning on having something better compared to other warm ups.

Christian and Majd: So this is the end of our interview Mr.Jeff, and thank you for your time. 

Mr. Jeffrey: See you gentlemen and have a great day!                             
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If I Were In Charge of the World
By: Afraa, Malak, Habiba,  Salama, Ayah, Hala, Leen, Aila, Haya, Jana, Miguel, Lediana, Sara, 

and Ms. Sarah

  If I were in charge the world, 

Apple stores won’t be expensive

Everything in the world would be free

Phones and tablets would never break, 

Even if it falls from Burj Khalifah

Chips and ice cream would be healthy food

And I could eat all I want without putting on any 
weight.

I wish that school would be free for all

And it would be from 9 to 12

School trips would be free and happen once a 
week

There shouldn’t be any tests in school

Or at least have cheating on tests allowed

If only we never have homework

And we could have professional football games at our school pitch

With me on the team!

School would be awesome if,

 Children could teach teachers for 3 days a week.

I wish that I would not get into trouble with all my wishes here.

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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Procrastination 
By: Danish Imran (Gr. 8B) 

 Procrastination can be a major problem when it comes to work, school or general life. Being 
distracted can be very costly for your life in many businesses or form education. 
 Do not worry, however, there are ways to prevent procrastination. One way is to ensure you get 
good sleep--just put the phone, device, book or television down--you’re going to need a stopping point 
for you to finally rest. It doesn’t matter if you’re going to miss today’s episode, because you can do that 
tomorrow. May it be the homework you must finish for tomorrow or other related scenario, you still need 
to know when to stop. Always remember: there is always tomorrow. 
 Procrastination is also caused by poor self-regulation (or “self-control”), being unable to know 
when to stop in general. Sure, you can play with your pens but like before, you need to know when it is 
the right time to work and when to play around with. To practise one’s self-control can be difficult, 
because you probably are procrastinating already. One way to develop self-control is to set a routine for 
yourself, to have days predictable and structured. You should stay motivated throughout training your 
self-control, because another way is to focus on a long-term project, to set up goals or normally make 
long plans. You can also find other guidance by asking others about it. Stress can be a factor, too, and 
stress can be troublesome for young people. Try to find support or help whenever you feel that your 
stress is unmanageable or when it becomes very critical. 
 There are other ways that can prevent you from having a good sleep than just watching the 
latest episode of your favorite show late at night when there’s school tomorrow. Stress, again, is one of 
them. Maybe it was because a customer mistreated you as an employee, or that one time at noon your 
best friend couldn’t agree that your opinion was better than theirs for the best character in a show. A way 
to counteract with this is to attempt to being more confident, or try something relaxing after it resolves. 
 The awareness that you are procrastination and the guilt it comes with may or may not be just 
contributing more to your procrastination. More causes of procrastination is when you can’t tie the value 
to outcomes in a task you’re doing, because when a task seems to be more rewarding, you are more 
likely to finish it properly and in time. To prevent this, you should treat tasks equally and see them more 
as a regular task than a small one. 
 All of this are recommendations to solving your procrastination, and are not guaranteed to work, 
but keep on trying. Procrastination is not beneficial for your work and school life, and you gotta get that 
homework done quick, before you get into any difficulties. Learn what to prioritize, and know when to 
stop. 

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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Ramadan 
Readathon 
By: Nur Damia (Gr. 7G) 

   During the Ramadan 
season, the school has 
implemented this neat, 

new thing called a Readathon. A reading 
marathon held throughout Ramadan for all 
students to enjoy their time reading, or not 
(It’s either do or don’t, don’t choose don’t).

    How it works is that in the time of 
Ramadan, each and every student will bring 
a book of their choice, from comics to 
encyclopedias, and carry it with them to 
school. During sessions, there will be a 
guaranteed announcement from Mr. Lee, our 
awesome Principal over the PA system 
everyday to inform that it is reading time and 
that you should get to burying your heads 
into pages. A fun-filled reading time for all 
classes! Unless you don’t, then you should 
start loving it, because it’ll start from Monday, 
May 6th to Tuesday, June 4th! That’s right, a 
full 29 days! Now get to reading!

Toby, My Best Friend
By: Malak Ayman (Gr. 6GA)

Toby is a really smart dog, he is one of a kind 
whenever I’m sad or I feel down Toby always 
cheers me up by sitting on my lap and 
wiggling in a crazy way. When I’m in an 
argument with my mom, dad or siblings Toby 
always stops the fight by pulling me away by 
biting my pants and grabbing me away he’s 
the best dog ever he doesn’t even need a 
leash to walk all you have to do is call his 
name once so we can walk right behind you. 

He is also a really weird dog he eats all types 
of food and drinks such as coke, yoghurt, 
and even fruits and vegetables one of his 
favourite things to do is go for a walk. He is 
also a great dog for kids plus he’s really 
gentle around babies 

Toby is a really healthy and clean doggo he 
never wets the floor he asks for a walk to pee 
when he needs one by jumping in and going 
in circles over and over again he will also do 
anything to not pee outside even sometimes 
he would not eat outside so he doesn’t have 
to pee he is one of the best dogs out there.

Hurry up !! Get yourself a doggo like mine ;)

I’m the owner and I’m a really loving person 
and I treat my doggo the way all puppies and 
dogs would want to be treated I also never 
leave him in the house alone and I always 
buy him treats and dog toys I also never ever 
beat him like some other mentally ill people I 
always give him the amount of care he 
deserves I would yell at him sometimes for 
biting my siblings or breaking stuff and I 
guarantee you'll be happy if you get a dog 
like mine all you have to do is give him the 
love and care they deserve. dogs are great 
pets to keep. 

I bet you'll be happy after you get a doggo 
like mine!!

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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Uncle Conrad and the Egg 
Chapter One by Nick Bruel 

The most peculiar thing about Uncle Conrad was not the 
flowery odor of peaches he gave off or the gaudy, 
iridescent purple suit he always wore or even his bright 
red beard – not red like red hair should be, but red like a 
ripe tomato. No, the most peculiar thing about Uncle 
Conrad was that no one in the family seemed to know 

how he was actually related to any of them. And yet, there he was at the door every January 

14th , her birthday. 
“Sweetie! Come on down! Your Uncle Conrad is here!” her mother shouted. 
“Just like clockwork every year,” said her father. “Remind me, is he your brother?” “Not mine,” 
said her mother. “Yours?” 

“Nope.” Her parents shrugged their shoulders just like every year and parted to let Uncle 
Conrad through the door, completely unconcerned that they were inviting a total stranger into 
their home. 

“Esther!” he shouted joyfully as he stepped inside. “Can you believe it’s been a whole year?” 
“Hello, Uncle Conrad,” she replied. 

“Look at you,” he said, placing his thick hands on her lean shoulders. “You’re growing like a 
corbunculus weed.” 

Esther cocked her head. “What’s a corbuncu... whatever weed?” 

Uncle Conrad leaned in close as if he was about to tell her the most private of secrets. “That,” 
he whispered, “is a weed that grows very, very quickly.” Another peculiar trait was his flair for 
the dramatic. 

“Don’t you want to see what I have for you this year?!” he said, leading her into the living room 
as if he lived there. Every year since she could remember, Uncle Conrad brought her a gift. It 
seemed to be his sole reason for arriving like he did. But his gifts were as peculiar as he was, 
and certainly questionable in their usefulness. Last year, he gave her a penny that could never 
be lost. The year before, it was a piece of twine that would protect her from giraffe attacks. 

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JANUARY 15, 2018

2019 Writing Bee is a story writing contest, and is participated by more than sixty students 
from Grades 4 to 8. Each participant reads a story prompt from Nick Bruel and continues 
writing the next three chapters. During the voting period, a participant gets anonymous 
four written stories by the participants, and chooses his or her most favorite, the stories 
with most number of votes is declared as a winner. 
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Uncle Conrad reached into his weather worn, leather satchel and pulled out an egg. 

“I’ve waited 13 years to give this to you, my dear.” He held the egg in front of her as if it was the 
most delicate thing in the world, his hands trembling slightly.

Esther looked at it closely. It looked no different than any common egg except that someone 
appeared to have used colored markers to clumsily draw dots all over it. “Uh... thanks,” she 
said.

“Do not underestimate the power of the egg in your hands,” said Uncle Conrad, his voice 
dropping an octave and becoming serious in a way that she had never heard him speak before. 
“It contains a magic more powerful than any item or talisman I have ever given you before. This 
is the egg that grants no wishes.” 

He leaned back and crossed his arms for dramatic effect. 
“No wishes?” repeated Esther confused. “It grants NO wishes?” “That’s right. Go ahead and try 
it. Wish for something. Anything!” 

Esther shook her head slightly in disbelief as she tried to take in the ridiculousness of this whole 
situation. She knew that Uncle Conrad meant well

enough, but this time he really seemed to have lost his mind. She pondered for a moment if she 
should make an excuse to leave the room and call someone who would cart him off to the 
nearest loony bin. Instead, she decided to play along if only to see what would happen. 

“Okay,” she said. “I wish for a puppy.” 

The two of them sat silently on the sofa, occasionally looking around the room, awkwardly 
waiting for something to happen. 

“There!” shouted Uncle Conrad, breaking the silence. “You see?! NO puppy!” Esther closed her 
eyes and sighed.

He could tell she was disappointed. “My dear,” he said, “think less about what you want or don’t 
want and more about what you want or don’t want to happen. Then try again.”

Esther did contemplate this. Earlier in the day, she’d arrived at her history class only to discover 
that she had completely forgotten to write an essay on ancient Rome which was due that very 
moment. As everyone else in her class was handing in their homework, she quickly ripped a 
sheet of paper out of her notebook and scrawled on it her name, the date, and “Ancient Rome: 
They’re

all dead now, but the pizza is terrific.” It was a desperate act that was certain not to go over 
well. 

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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“I wish that my history paper gets an ‘F’,” she said out loud. 

“Well done,” responded Uncle Conrad. “I knew you’d get it. Sometimes NOT

getting something is as useful as getting something, wouldn’t you say?” He stood up, hoisted 
his satchel over his shoulder and prepared to leave. 

“Wait!” said Esther. “How many of these wishes do I get? Are they endless?” 

“Heavens no! You get five wishes.” He paused for a moment to calculate the

math in his head. “Except that you’ve already used one wish for the puppy and another for the 
history paper. So you have three left. Sorry. I suppose I should have told you all this up front. 
Until next year, my dear!” And like an eccentric gust of peach scented wind, Uncle Conrad blew 
out the front door leaving Esther feeling bewildered about the polka dotted egg she held in her 
hand. The following morning, Esther closed her eyes and braced herself for the grade she 
would see when she flipped her paper over. 

“D”. Not even a “D-“. A “D”. Her friend Izzy peeked over her shoulder. “Whoa! How did you not 
fail?” “I don’t know,” she said slightly dazed. 
“You must have caught Mrs. Lerner in a good mood,” said Izzy. “I guess.” That’s when Esther 
thought of the penny Uncle Conrad gave her sitting in the back right corner of her sock drawer, 
precisely where she’d put it last year. Then she touched the frayed string dangling from her 
backpack and recognized that not once in the past two years had she been attacked by a 
giraffe. 

-End of Chapter 1- 

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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Chapter Two

by Humema Haleem of Grade 4A 

Esther started pondering whether the gifts from Uncle Conrad were 

truly magical or a mere coincidence. She thought of testing the egg 

again but afraid that she might use up her wishes. After all, she only 

had three wishes left.  

The following day, when Esther arrived at school, her classmates were 

excitedly talking to one another. Esther walked over to one of her friends and asked her what 

was the commotion about. 

"Oh, we're going on a trip to the zoo this Friday," her friend answered 

Esther thought about this for a moment. She was not an animal person but a trip to the zoo 

might hold the price to whether or not the gifts from Uncle Conrad were magical. 

"There surely be giraffes at the zoo. I will test if the twine actually works," she said to herself. 

On Friday, as Esther's class arrived at the zoo, everyone was excited, including Esther. 

However, Esther had a different mission in mind. As the class entered the zoo, Esther tightly 

clutched her backpack which the twine was tied to. 

After a while of walking through the zoo, Esther spotted the giraffes. She, along with her class, 

walked eagerly towards the giraffes. Since this was a petting zoo, the children got a chance to 

feed the animals. Esther, hating the smell of animals, didn't feed the giraffes. 

Esther stood under a tree, some good feet away from the giraffes when she heard the screams 

of her classmates. A panic occurred as the zookeeper tried to calm the giraffe that was pushing 

the children away.
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Watching all this from a distance, something occurred to Esther. She was carrying the piece of 

twine this whole time. Maybe that was why she was not attacked by the giraffes. Esther was 

happy by her new finding. Who knew that the useless gifts Uncle Conrad gave was not useless 

at all. 

"I better be careful of my three wishes from the magic egg," she whispered to herself. 

On the way home, Esther thought of how she might use her wishes. She did not want to waste 

these precious wishes. Then, a thought came to her; her mother had arranged for her a play 

date with Sarah Green, and Esther disliked Sarah a lot. Esther had always viewed Sarah as a 

snobby, rude, and annoying girl. She knew then that she had to use one of her wishes to get 

away from this play date. 

The night before the play date, Esther's mother had picked a beautiful gown for her to wear, 

one that her mother thought would impress Sarah. Esther lived the dress and would love it 

more if the snobby Sarah wouldn't be able to judge it tomorrow. 

Once her mother had tucked her in bed, and turned the lights off, Esther snuck out Uncle 

Conrad's polka-dot egg from her drawers gingerly . She held the egg carefully but firmly in her 

hands and made her wish. 

"I wish Sarah Green will come to our play date tomorrow," she said softly, but with full 

concentration. 

The next morning, Esther woke up to delicious smell wafting to her bedroom. Esther excitedly 

ran downstairs to her mother who was cooking in the kitchen. There were many kind of treats: 

buns, doughnuts, jellies, cupcakes, and even strawberry lemonade, Esther's favourite.

SUMMIT INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUNE 13, 2019
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"Are all these for the play date, mom?" Esther asked her mother. 

Her mother smiled and replied, "Ofcourse dear, only the best for you. Now, why don't you go 

and get dressed?" 

A feeling of guilt washed over Esther. She was certain that Sarah will not come because she 

had wished so. Her mother though, had prepared so much for the play date. Still, Esther went 

upstairs and dressed up. When she came 

back downstairs, her mother had allowed her to have some of the snacks and lemonade while 

waiting for Sarah. 

An hour turned into two hours and then it turned three but Sarah never showed up. Esther's 

mother then told her that Sarah's mother had called, and asked to cancel the play date since 

Sarah caught a cold. Esther was overjoyed by this news as now, after the third strike, it is 

proven that Uncle Conrad's gifts were truly magical.

-End of Chapter 2-
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Chapter 3  

By Ann Margaret Dela Cruz of Grade 4A 

Esther was indeed overjoyed to hear that Sarah was not, in fact, 

coming due to a terrible cold. However, she felt quite guilty after 

seeing her mother's devastation. She prepared a lot for this playdate 

only for it to go to waste. 

"Cheer up Mom!" Esther smiled, "I'm sure there's more playdates to come and maybe next time 

we should invite more friends to come." 

"Alright Esther, it's just... very unfortunate." Her mom replied, "Sarah seemed so eager and 

enthusiastic when I saw her yesterday. I even cooked plenty of snacks for the both of you." 

Esther glanced at the dinner table in which all her favorite food was laid out. The splendid sight 

and the beguiling scent made her mouth water and her stomach grumble. 

"No worries, Mom. I can eat all of it!" Esther licked her lips and dashed as fast as she can to the 

dinner table. She took a frosted cupcake on one hand and a sprinkled doughnut in the other. 

She gave out a scrumptious big bite and tasted the sweet flavors swirling in her mouth. 

This afternoon is definitely better than having to hear Sarah's judgements about her dress and 

her comparing their opposite personalities. 

"Be careful Esther, don't eat so fast and please don't attempt to finish all the sweets." Her 

mother said worriedly, "Or else you might end up with a stomachache." 

"It's okay... mom." With a mouthful of frosting, Esther continuously took more snacks. The buns

with strawberry jam in between became her next target.
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As she goes on and on, eating and eating all the snacks her mother made. She slowly starts to 

get full and with that fullness came a twinge of pain in her stomach. 

She remembered how Sarah too, was a big eater and despite all her useless comparisons and 

judgements which would mostly only last for the first thirty minutes. She knew that Sarah would 

love to help her finish all these snacks. 

Esther then thought that maybe she shouldn't have wished her to cancel the playdate. She'd 

been into many playdates with her before, so she knew how to deal with her. 

She had been blown away by the idea of her wishes coming true that she quite didn't think of 

the consequences that come along with it. 

Even her science lesson yesterday had a law to back it up, "For every action, there is an equal 

and opposite reaction." As she thought about that another twinge of pain came running through. 

With her sugary-coated hands, Esther clenched her belly, only to realize that she had stained 

her new dress. 

"Oh no!" She gasped, her mom will not only get angry about her finishing all the snacks but as 

well as smearing her new dress. 

Looks like her wishes took an ugly turn of events. Who knew wishing for a playdate to be 

cancelled could have such unexpected consequences. 

She had a brilliant idea to take matters into her own hands for she thought, "What else could go 

wrong?" 

Rushing towards the kitchen sink, she took a damp rug to clean the dinner table which was 

etched with frosting, sugars and little bits of bread. 

It was quite hard to clean up the mess she had created and she wondered how her mom could 

withstand cleaning everyday. 
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Perhaps, it was another reason to admire her. 

It took quite a while to clean once of dirt that was splattered on the table. But in Esther's 

defence, she had multiple short pauses due to the discomfort she's experiencing from eating 

too many sweets. 

After cleaning the dinner table, she ran upstairs to get her face and hands properly washed up. 

Even though, she had her hairs tied back she still wasn't able to stop her mother's coloured 

frosting from reaching her hair. 

Her fringes and the little bits of hair that were loose had to be washed up as well. Who knew the 

aftermath of this could be so exhausting? 

Esther also contemplated whether or not she should change clothes. However, in both ways, 

her mother 

would still find out about the smears in her new dress. 

That's when her eyes stared at the egg. Maybe she should just wish for the stains in her dress 

to disappear. But then she only have two wishes left. 

She knew better than to waste them. 

Although this could save her from the trouble she's going to get with her mom. If her mom saw 

what happened to the new dress, Esther might be banned to ever eat sweets again. 

And despite the stomachache occurring in her belly right now, Esther loves sweets more than 

anything. 

It was a choice she had to make and a risk she had to take, but Esther had made up her mind. 

She was going to wish for the stains to disappear. 
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Esther clutched the egg gently and remembered what her science teacher and Uncle Conrad 

said. 

She didn't want her mom to get mad and fixing her dress would less likely have a consequence. 

As Esther closed her eyes, getting ready to make a wish, a big wave of throbbing pain swam to 

her stomach, making her wince in agony. 

Without thinking, the most unexpected words came out of her mouth. "I wish I hadn't eaten all 

those sweets." 

The twinging pain was lifted from her stomach, which gave her a sign of relief but then that 

wasn't what she intended to wish for. 

She looked at her dress which was still smeared with frosting. Teary-eyed she exclaimed, "Oh 

no!" 

She went down to the kitchen, to see the dinner table filled up with snacks just like how it was 

earlier. 

"Esther, I thought you ate some of them?" Her mother asked and her expression changed when 

she saw the stains on her new dress. "What did you do to your dress?" 

"Mom... I can explain..." Esther's voice quivered. 

She really needs to be careful on what she wishes for. 

-End of Chapter 3-
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Chapter 4  

By Shaun Villaflor of Grade 6B

Esther then finally realized that she owed Sarah green a huge 

apology for being so hard on her. She then later decided to go to 

her house give her a gift and then apologize there to her. She then 

went to her house as soon as she possibly could. She arrived at her house and then gave her a 

gift and apologized because that she was being so hard on her. Sarah Green was very 

skeptical of her apology but everything worked out in the end just fine.

The next time Esther and Sarah Green had seen each other Esther had already told her every 

single detail about the egg that Uncle Conrad had given her. Meanwhile Sarah Green had 

thought of a plan. A plan for her next revenge. She acted very normal that day like she wasn’t 

plotting a plan at all. But this time she didn’t even know what was coming her path.

Everything was normal until Sarah Green randomly asks Ester for the egg that Uncle Conrad 

had given her. Ester trusting her gave her the egg. Suddenly Sarah Green snatched it out of her 

hand. Wishing for herself to be stronger but what she didn’t know was that the egg was 

reversed so instead it made her grew weaker and Esther stronger. Since it was the last wish the 

egg cracked open and a furry creature appeared.

-End of Chapter 4-
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